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II 
PREFACE 
The purpose of this research paper was to translate a 
Computer Model (SIGART), capable of sirrulat:ing a progressive traffic 
signal lights system, from Burroughs B5500 FORTRAN II to the IBM 360 
FORTRfu~ IV computer language , to outline the program algorithm, to 
set up detailed program documentation and to validate this model by 
applying practical system data. · Expansion of the SIGART pro gram by 
addition of an option to produce a time space plot of the output data 
utilizing a Calcomp plotter was also to be considered. 
Appreciation for technical and progr.arruuing advice in carrying 
out this I1roj ~?c t and preparing this paper is chJP. to Dr. St1 art Hcl!w.:m. , 
Department of Civil Engineering and Environmental Sciences, 
Mr. Christian Bauer, Department of Industrial Engineering and Manage-
ment Systems, Dr. Bruce Mathews, Chairman, Department of Electrical 
Engineering and Communication Sciences and Mr. William Branch , 
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. I 
I. INTRODUCTION 
One of the principle responsibilities of the Traffic Engineer 
of today is to assure smooth traffic flow on our major arterial roads. 
This is accomplished to a large degree by employing proper techniques 
in setting up traffic signal control systems. 
Visibility, location, and timing of signal lights are· major 
parameters which determine the efficiency of the traffic control 
system employed. The former two parameters are usually determined 
by the intersection layout, the latter is dicta ted by traffic· speed 
and volume, pedestrian volume and the distance and timing of the 
neighboring lights. The cycle intervals (red, yellow, green) and 
the length of a cycle are determined, from the intersection, vehicle, 
and pedestrian data . 1 
Hany of the present traffic signal lights are controlled by 
pretirned controllers, driven usually by synchronous motors and 
consisting of a gear train , adjust~ble percentage dial (usuallyin 
5 percent steps), ro tating circuit switch, f lashing mechanism and 
synchroni zing apparatus. The expansible type controllers are capable 
of selecting one of several timing dials, each adjusted for different 
1 John E. Baerwald, Traffic Engineering Handbook , (Hashington, 




cycle length and different offsets. Such marrangement gives the system 
desired flexibility to meet the variable volumes of traffic during 
the day. 
Progressive signal lights system consists of two or more 
signal installations with fi xed time relationship. This time rela-
tionship has to be maintained and, therefore, the cycle length of all 
the installations in the system should be normally equal. In some 
special cases one half or double length cycle at one signal i nstalla-
tion of the system is used. 
Progressive signal lights system may be represented graphi-
cally by a time space diagram shown in the Appendix I on pages 50.. , 
_5;L and 52. Plot~ing distance between individual signals on the 
ordinate against time cycles on the abscissa, the through b and, 
crit i cal signals and the cycle of fsets of the system can be shown 
gr ap hi cally . 
Progressive signal lights systems provide efficient traffic 
control, specifically in terms of higher overall speed and minimum 
number of steps. Improvement in speed uniformity is usually followed 
by decrease in number of accidents. In proper progression system 
the local traffic does tend to stay more on major arterial streets 
instead of turning off to minor parallel streets. 
Properly timed progressive light systems is, therefore, one 
I . 
of the basic conditions of an efficient traffic control. 
II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
SIGART is a computer ·mo-del capable of simulating progressive 
traffic signal light system and is based on equations and evaluation 
methods published in the Traffic Engineering Handbook . 2 
The program is designed to provide optimum timing of cycle 
offset relationships between signals along an arterial road. The 
program provides data on all possible through bands--it is a true 
optimizing tooL The "best" signal timing can be established based 
on the selected criteria--maximum band width and progression speed 
between lower and upper speed limit. 
The STGA.RT Cmnp,Jter Honel_ per-m_i.ts Rllo~.:r~mces for pedestricm 
clearance intervals in addition to the usual red cycle interval 
length. In the case where the pedestrian clearance interval is 
greater than the red cycle interval length, it will override the red 
cycle interval length and it will be used in determining cycle 
offsets and associated parameters . An asterisk is affixed to the 
printed output band number when this occurs. 
The standard SIGART output report (s ee Appendix I, pages 
·30 throu~h 49) includes listing of the input data, diagnostic 
statements ( termination, warning or modification statements) and 
the results. Results are grouped by band, cycle lengths and speed. 
2I' .d Dl • 
3 
4 
The band width, fraction of cycle length and the offsets are given. 
List of critical signals is also presented. 
An optional data output to be used as an input to a program 
to plot time space diagrams is- available. This output can be 
obtained either on cardpunch, printer) tape or disc. An example of 
such printer output is presented in Appendix II. 
The program listing and program flow chart are conditionally 
available in the files of Dr. Stuart McE'o;;v-an, _Department of Civil 
Engineering and Environmental Sciences, Florida Technological 
University. 
III. ALGORITHM OUTLINE 
After start of the program, first the storage areas are blank-
ed or nulled. After reading in the input data by subprogram INCARD, 
the data are checked for reasonableness by subprogram ERRICK. If 
any keypunch errors, misarranged or missing cards or unreasonable 
data were dete cted, diagnostic messages are printed out by I NCARD or 
ERRICK subprograms . In case of minor problem default value ~ay be 
used and program continued. In case of major problem either the 
data set or the whole job is aborted. 
Subsequently, the input data are summarized and Split Table 
rrin!:ed cu!: by IH:!?..ITE subprogram. I£ eithe!' di::c!'e!:e IFLGl, . IFI.,G2, 
or IFLG3 is 1 the maximum desired speed band for each cycle of the 
particular data set is· calculated by the main program and MOUS E 
subprogram and printed out by the main program. If the above flags 
are zeroes this additional option is not exercised and the main 
program continues arid computes and prints all possible speed bands 
and offsets. Finally, the main program summarizes in tabular form 
all speed bands. If tabulation of data t akes more than one page the 
HJRITE subp rogram ~.;rrites the summary continuation heading and the 
main program will complete the table printout . The main program then 
returns to the INCARD subprogram and new input data set is read in. 
If no more data sets are available the job is terminated. 
5 
6 
SUBPROGRAM ERRICK (IBUM) 
The program input data may be either in miles/hour or feet/ 
sec. If the latter is true the subprogram redimensions inputted 
data to miles/hour. Subsequently the subprogram checks all input 
data. If any of them are found outside spe cified limits, diagnostic 
message is printed and a default value is substituted. If an error 
is found, that cannot be· corrected, a flag (IBUM) is passed to INCARD 
subprogram for further diagnostics and termination of the data set 
processing. 
SUBPROGRAM INCARD (IG) 
INCARD (1) initiates storage spaces, reads in input data and 
terminates the program. 
·I NCARD (?) outp utR dat a fo r time-space pl ot , 
INCARD (3) aborts data run for particular set, prints message 
for same and proceeds to read next data set. 
INCARD (4) prints, in case of missing or misarranged cards, 
a message and terminates job. In cas e of keypunch error, I NCARD 
(5-11) prints messages identifying the card whe re error exists, but 
proceeds to read next card of the s e t. Af ter last card of the set 
is read, the particular data -set is aborted, message printed and 
reading in of subsequent data set is initiated. 
SUBPROGRAM H7RITE (IG) 
IvffiiTE (1) summarizes a ll inpu t da t a. 
IWRITE (2) prints Split Tab l e--an excerpt of input da ta. 
IWRITE (3) writes continuation line, flips page and writes 
continuation headings for summary of all feasible bands. 
IWRITE (4) writes continuation data set heading on top of 
page. 
SUBPROGRAM MOUSE 
This subprogram calculates parameters used in computation of 
the maximum desired speed band for each cycle. If computation is 
unreasonable the subprogram prints diagnostic message identifying 
the statement number, where error calculation occurred and terminates 
the job. 
IV. PROGRAM INPUT DOCUMENTATION 
There are eight specif1c-types of input data cards required 
for SIGART program: 
1. Data Control Card (DC) 
The data control card enables the user to specify the number 
of signals along the arterial, the number of cycles to be tested, the 
desired speed, the upper and lower speed bands, as well as a. test 
band to be used . in the program. In addition, it also provides him 
with an option to specify the minimum acceptable band, and with an 




























}tinimurn 5 mph or 7.3 fps. 
Code or E>mJanr~tion 
Number of signals along arterial, 
(25 maximum) . 
Number of cycles to be tested, 
(10 maximum). 
Desired speed in mph or fps. 
Upper speed bound for progressive 
flow, maximum values 60 mph or 
88 fps. 
Lower speed bound for progressive 
flow,* maximum value 50 mph or 
73 fps. 
Minimum band width in seconds 
considered feasible, must be 























Symbo 1 _N_;.a_;.;.m_e ___ _ 
IFLGO Speed index 
IFLGl Desired speed 
band flag--- -





















Code or E~lanation 
Speeds in mph = 0 
Speeds in pfs = 1 
9 
Omit desired speed band, Code 0. 
Compute desired speed band, Code 1. 
To specify which band shall be 
used as minimum acceptable band . * 
Use test band (field 6) , Code 0 . 
Use desired speed band, Code 1. 
Follow indicator in Field 9, 
Code 0. 
Use larger of test band or 
desired speed band,* Code 1. 
No output, Code 0. 
Output for time space plot, 
Code 1. 
Number of master signal, (will be 
used to establish offsets relative 
to this signal). If 0, fi rst 
critical signal will be used. 
System offset in lOOOths of a 
cycle, (corresponds to of fset key 
setting at master controller). 
Output Terminal Designation 
(6-printer, 7 card punch, 8 disc J..* or tape )" 
Card identification. 
If either field 9 or 10 are 11 1 11s, the desired speed 
band is computed r ·egardless of the condition of field 8. 
** Corresponding JCL cards to be us ed. 
· 2. Report Title Data Card (DT). 
The title data card permits the user to specify the title 
that will be included with the printout. 
10 
Fld. Col. Symbol Name Code or Explanation 
1 1-72 HEAD(I) Title Used for street name, time of 
identification, included with 
computer output. 
2 79- 80 DT Card Identification. 
3. Time-Space Plot Data Title Card--(PT) 
* One (1) card per problem. 
day, 
The Time-Space Plot Data Title card contains the title that 
the user specifies is to be included with the Time-Space Plot Data. 
Fld. Col. Symbol Name 
-------









Code or Explanation 
Starting in column one, code 
title to appear on time space 
diagram. 
Number of characters and blanks 
in title, up to a maximum of 48. 
Card identification, alw.ays "PT." 
If the user does not desire punched outputs by coding 
Field 11 of the Data Contr~Card with a no", he can insert a card 
in lieu of this card wi th only ;'PT" in Col. 79-80. 
4. Cycle Length Da~a Card--(CY). 
One (1) card per problem. 
The Cycle Length Data Card contains the cycle lengths that 
the user desires to be test ed for feasibility in the program; the 
user must be sure that the number of cycle lengths to be tested ·· 
agrees with the number of cycles found in the Data Control Card 
(Field 2). The symbol used in SIGART program for cycle length is 
. ICYCL (I ). 
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Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
1 2-4 1st test cycle * 1st cycle length . 
2 6-8 2nd test cycle * 2nd cycle length. 
3 10-12 3rd test cycle· ·· - 3rd cycle * length. 
4 14-16 4th test cycle 4th cycle * length. 
* 5 18-20 5th test cycle 5th cycle length. 
6 22-24 6th test cycle 6th cycle * length. 
'i~ 
7 26-28 7th test cycle 7th cycle length . 
* 8 30-32 8th test cycle 8th cycle length. 
* 9 34-36 - lOth test cycle 9th cycle length. 
* 10 38-40 lOth test cycle lOth cycle length. 
11 79-80 CY Card identification. 
'~ Range 1-180 seconds. 
5. Red Phase Data Card--(DR) 
One (1) card per problem. 
The Red Phase Data card contains the percent of each cycle 
that is devoted to red time. The user must be sure that the number 
of signals coded in the control data card and the number of red 
phases coded in this card agree. The symbol used in SIGART Program 
for red time percentage is IRED (I) . 
Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
* 1 2-3 1st signal 1st signal RED I NTERVAL. 
* 2 5-6 2nd signal 2nd signal RED I NTERVAL . 
3 8-9 3rd signal 3rd signal RED * INTERVAL. 
4 11-12 4th signal 4th 
,·~ 
signal RED INTERVAL. 
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Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
* 5 14-15 5th signal 5th signal RED INTERVAL . 
* 6 17-18 6th signal 6th signal RED INTERVAL . 
* 7 20-21 7th signal 7th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 8 23-24 8th signal 8th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 9 26-27 9th signal 9th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 10 29-30 lOth signal l Oth signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 11 32-33 11th signal 11th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 12 . 35-36 12th signal 12th signal RED INTERVAL . . 
* 
.13 38-39 13th signal 13th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 14 41-42 14th signal 14th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 15 44-45 15th signal 15th signal RED INTERVAL . . 
* 16 47-48 16th signal 16th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 17 50-51 17th signal 17th signal RED INTERVAL. · 
* 18 53-54 18th signal 18th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 19 56-57 19th signal 19th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 20 59-60 20th signal 20th signa l RED INTERVAL. 
* 21 62-63 21st signal 21st signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 22 65-66 22nd signal 22nd signal RED I NTERVAL. 
* 23 68-69 23rd signal 23rd signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 24 71-72 24th signal 24th signal RED INTERVAL. 
* 25 74-75 25th signal 25th signal RED I NTERVAL . 
26 79- 80 DR Card identification. 
~'t 
Length of Red time in percent must be greater than zero 
. and less than or equal to 99. 
13 
6. Minimum Pedestrian Time Data Card--(DP) 
One (1) card per problem. 
The minimum pedestrian time data card provides the user with 
the ability to specify pedestr1an clearance time at any of the 
signalized intersections along the arterial. This quantity should 
be coded in seconds, for each given intersection, if pedestrian time 
is not a factor, leave the field blank. The symbol used in SIGART 




















































Code or Explanation 
* 1st signal pedestrian interval. 
* 2nd signal pedestrian interval. 
* 3rd signal pedestrian interval. 
* 4th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 5th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 6th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 7th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 8th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 9th signal pedestrian interval. 
* lOth signal pedestrian interval. 
* 11th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 12th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 13th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 14th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 15th signal pedestrian interval. 
)~ 
16th signal pedestrian interval. 
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Fld . Col. Name Code or ExElanation 
17 50-51 17th signal 17th signal pedestrian * interval. 
18 53-54 18th signal 18th * signal pedestrian interval. 
* 19 56-57 19th signal 19th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 20 59-60 20th signal 20th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 21 62-63 21th signal 21st signal pedestrian interval. 
* 22 65-66 22nd signal 22nd signal pedestrian interval. 
* 23 68-69 23rd signal 23rd signal pedestrian interval. 
* 24 71-72 24th signal 24th signal pedestrian interval. 
* 25 74-75 25th signal 25th signal pedestrian interval. 
26 79-80 DP Card Id-entification 
* Pedestrian clearance interval in seconds must be equal to 
or greater than zero and less than the cycle length. 
7 . Distance Data Cards (DD) 
One (1) or (2) required depending upon the number of inter-
sections per problem. 
(Note : The number of distances is one less than the number of 
signals.) 
The Distance Data Cards a llow the user to specify the distance 
between the pairs of signals along the arterial, and should be coded 
sequentially along the arterial beginning at one end and ending at 
the other. The distance between the two signals should be coded to 
the nearest foot. The symbol used in SIGART program for distance 
between pair of signals is IDST (I). 
15 
1st Distance Card 
Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
* 1 2-5 1st distance Distance between signals 1 and 2. 
* 2 7-10 2nd distance Distance between signals 2 and 3. 
* 3 12-15 3rd distance Distance between signals 3 and 4. 
* 4 17-20 4th distance Distance between signals 4 and 5. 
* 5 22-25 5th distance Distance between signals 5 and 6. 
* 6 27-30 6th distance Distance bet\veen signals 6 and 7. 
* 7 32-35 7th distance Distance between signals 7 and 8. 
* 8 37-40 8th distance Distance between signals 8 and 9. 
* 9 42-45 9th distance Distance betweeJJ. signals 9 and 10. 
to * 10 47-50 lOth distance Distance between signals and 11 
* 11 52-55 11th distance Distance between signals 11 and 12. 
* 12 57-60 12th distance Distance between signals 12 apd 13. 
''t 
13 62-65 13th distance Distance between signals 13 and 14. 
* 14 67-70 14th distance Distance bet\veen signals 14 and 15. 
15 79-80 DD Card Identification. 
* Distance in feet .must be greater than zero. 
2nd Distance Card (if required ) 
Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
·--
''t 
1 2-5 15th distance Distance bet\Jeen signals 15 and 16. 
,.( 
2 7-10 16th distance Distance betw·een signals 16 and 17. 
* 3 12-15 17th distance Distance between signals 17 and 18. 
* 4 17-20 18th distance Distance between signals 18 and 19. 
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Fld. Col. Name Code or Explanation 
5 22-25 19th distance Distance bet\veen signals 19 and 20. 
6 27-30 20th distance Distance between signals 20 and 21. 
7 32-35 21st distance - - - Distance bet'tveen signals 21 and 22. 
8 37-40 22nd distance Distance between signals 22 and 23. 
9 42-45 23rd distance Distance bet>veen signals 23 and 24. 
10 47-50 24th distance Distance between signals 24 and 25. 
11 79-80 DD Card Identification. 
* Distance in feet must be greater than zero. 
·s. Street Name Data Cards (DS). 
One (1) to seven (7) cards, per problem. 
The Street Name Data cards permit the user to name the inter-
secting streets along the arterial. If the user does not wish to 
take advantage of this option he may just insert cards >vith a DS in 
Col. 79 and 80 leaving the remainder blank. The symbol used in 
SIGART program for street names is STNAM (I). 
Col. 1st Card · 2nd Card* 3rd Card~" 4th Card* 
3- 16 1st Name 5th Name 9th Name 13th Name 
21-34 2nd Name 6th Name lOth Name 14th Name 
39-52 3rd Name 7th Name 11th Name 15th Name 
57-70 4th Name 8th Name 12th Name 16th Name 








Col. 5th Card 6th Card* 7th Card* 
3-16 17th Name 21st Name 25th Name 
21-34 18th Name 22nd Name 
39-52 19th Name - 23rd Name 
57-70 20th Name 24th Name 
79-80 DS DS DS 
* If Required. 
All above described data cards are needed for success ful 
SIGART program run. 
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V. DIAGNOSTICS PROGRAN 
The programmed error routines serve to check if the cards are 
in the correct order, contain valid punches, and are coded in confor-
mity with the instructions given in the Input Documentation Section. 
Failure to pass one or several of these checks can result in 
termination of the program, substitution of field failing the check 
with a default value, or continuation of the program procedure with 
a warning message indicating the nature of the error. 
Listed below are the error messages, recommended user action 
and where applicable , default values entered by the program, if there 
was a range error, invalid error or incorrect field entry. 
DIAGNOS TIC MESSAGE 
1 "Cycle - cycle length of 
out of range" 
2 "Signal - red time of 




is out of range" 
4 "Range error in speed field-
changed to default value" 
5 "Minimum test band redefined" 
6 "Number of characters for title 
out of range" 
7 ••Pedestrian time out of range•• 
18 
USER'S ACTION 
< 0 or > 180 - change! 
< 0 or > 100 - change! 
< 0 - change! 
Speed exceeded limits specified 
in INPUT section. 
60 mph default value for upper 
bound ary 
5 mph default value for l m,;er 
boundary 
If test band < 0 it is set to 5. 
Only first 48 characters will 
be used 
< 0 - check! 
DIAGNOSTIC MESSAGE 
8 "Format or keypunch error in 
card type n 
9 "Unexpect EOF on card reader" 




Error in card type specified-
correct! 
Systems error, cards out of 
sequence - correct! 
Number of signal ~ 0 > 25 
correct! Number of cycle 
<0 > 10 - correct! 
11 "Test bank divided by first cycle Check red time and cycle time on 
time exceeds minimum green " INPUT parameters. 
VI. DISCUSSION 
As stated in the Preface the purpose of this project was to 
translate the SIGART program from Burroughs B5500 FORTRfu~ II to IBM 
360 FORTRAN IV computer language, to outline the algorithm, to set up 
detailed program documentation and to validate this model by applying 
practical system data. Expansion of the SIGART program by addition of 
an option to produce a time space plot of the output data utilizing 
a Calcomp plotter was also to be considered. 
After getting acquainted with the differences between the 
3 4 Burroughs 5500 FORTRAN II and IBM 360 FORTRAN IV computer languages 
(prilllaril;.· i.l.ame l e.ngth, aj}d differences in L1:i.. i...ial:L;,:;at.i..ou and s umt: 
types) of statements and \vith the di fferences between the computers 
themselves (major difference was word length resulting in lesser 
accuracy of the standard IBH 360) the available SIGART listing was 
punched on cards, printed out, verified and analysis of the available 
program was started. 
Several Algol statements present in the original listing had 
to be trans lated to FORTRAN IV and all quanti ties handling ALPHA 
characters (data statements, dimension statements and declaration 
3 
Burroughs B5500 Information Processlng Systems FORTRA~ 
Compiler Reference Manual, Burroughs Corporation, Detroit, }:lichigan , 
48232. 1967. 
4 
IBM System/360 FORTRAN IV Language . IBM System Reference 




statements) had to be expanded to double precision length. Utilizing 
an old loadsheet the input statements were deciphered and in some 
instances slightly changed and rearranged . Complete detailed input 
documentation describing the program function, field layout, including 
names of variables loaded were established. Program flow chart 
utilizing the IBM 360 flow charting capabilities was also obtained. 
Testing the program by using different sets of data and 
exercising default values, it was discovered that not all possible 
band widths were obtained. The reason behind it was the lesser 
accuracy of the IBN 360 System mentioned above . By changing all 
real variables to double precis ion length and realigning all common 
blocks (real variables first, integral variables last) the expected 
results were obtained. 
The data input for time space diagram was rearranged and output 
terminal option of printer, tape, disc and card punch ·Here added . 
(See printer output in Appendix II, pages through . ) 
Addition of a time space plot option for the SIGART program 
solutions by adaptation of an existing IBN 7090 Computer program 
;'< 
named SIGSTD was considered. In an attempt to adapt this program, 
several problems were encountered. 
The FORTRAN language di.ffer ences betl'l7een IBM 7090 and IBM 360 
are quite significant , so that an emulator vras used in the paE.t to 
'/~ 
The SIGSTD pr ogram output included besides the time space 
plot also an option ou t put for unbalanced progression syst em . 
22 
5 translate programs to IBM 360 FORTP~ language. As the emulator was 
not available, translation "by hand 11 was considered. Such translation 
would require writing of some additional subroutines, at least one 
of which was at the machine lang~?~e level. 
The fact that Gainesville computer system has own plotting 
program was further complicated by the coincidence that the available 
SIGSTD program was not written in Standard Calcomp language and that 
the interpretation of some of these non-standard statements was 
questioned. 
Some other considerations were: 
1. That really only one time space plot of the progressive 
traffic lights control system satis fying the given cri.teria "b2st," 
is desirable. 
2. That the qualification of "best" has to be decided· by the 
user in evaluation of all the band widths availab le from SIGART 
program. 
3. That once the "best" solution was established, the particu-
lar data set has to be inputted to the Calcomp program. This would 
involve either selection of the proper output data cards (whi ch would 
have to be interpretted first) or by keypun ching of the selected output 
data, or by keypunching of cards f or identification of the particular 
disc or tap e storage files, containing the selected data. Further 
5 
Form CLS-6819- 0, IBM System/360 FORTRAN IV Language, Handbook 
for Conversion from IB~ 7090/7094 FORTRAN IV, IBM System Reference 
Library, New York, N.Y ., June 1969, First Edition. 
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consideration is that special arrangements for tape or disc storage, 
involving additional cost, would have to be made. 
4. That the FTU turn-around time on Gainesville Calcomp 
plotter is two to four days. 
5. That there is a very good possibility that FTU will be 
using in near future another computer system, which would force 
further major modification of the new non-standard time space plot 
program. 
6. One of the most important considerations was the fact that 
for given data a draftsman can produce such time space plot in about 
sixty minutes and a sketch could be made in about twenty minutes or 
less . 
Considering all these facts it was decided that at this time 
it is more advantageous to draw the time space diagrams by hru1d. Per-
haps in future, if the volume of required diagrams increases, if a 
Calcomp facility is available at FTU and if a local tape or disc stor-
age facility is available, the need for such time space plot program 
may be reevaluated. 
Several sets of practical data, utilizing SIGART program were 
tested. One of these sets representing the Signal Light system on 
SR-AlA in Cape Canaveral are presented in Appendix I, pages 2 9 through 
49. 
The input data are summarized on page 30. The data are either 
self-explanatory or can be interpreted using Program Input Documentation 
(S ection IV). Nunilier of signals, number of cycles desired, maximum 
24 
and minimum speeds, minimum testband boundary, five flags, master 
signal number, its cycle offset and the cycles to be tested are listed. 
A table containing distance data between individual lights, cumulative 
distances, street names, red inter;als in percent and pedestrian 
times in seconds follow·s. 
On page 31 the Split Table lists in percent the red phase 
interval or pedestrian clearance interval, whichever is longer. These 
figures are the "critical11 values used in band \vidth computations and 
are listed for each cycle and for each intersection. 
On subsequent pages list of maximum possible bands for all 
cycles at desired speed as well as list of all band widths are pre-
sented. Listings include speed in mph and fps, the bandwidth in 
seconds and in fraction of cycle, list of critical signals and band 
ID number. Finally all bandwidths are summarized in a table for each 
cycle specified. 
Analysis of this type of data is usually started by studying 
the summary of all feasible bands. First it should be noted (as shown 
by the affixed asterisk) that pedestrian clearance interval was the 
controlling factor in computations of bandwidths in the case of 60 & 70 
second cycles but not in the case of the 80 second cycle. The optimum 
condition can be obtained by comparing speed versus bandwidth and 
associated percentages of band/cycle and band /minimum green. The 
optimum bands in the given data sets are close to the desired speed. 
They are bands 60-23, 70- 8 and 80-3. For 60 seconds cycle the band 
60-23 lists follovling data : Speed 42.24 mph or 61.95 fps, bandwidth of 
22.82 seconds (.380 cycles), offsets of 0.965, 0.000, 0.465, 0.465, 
0.465, 0.965, 0.465, 0.050 and critical signals are 7, 3 and 4. 
Similar data are available in the list for band 70-8 and 80-3. 
Utilizing these, data time space - d:lagrams were constructed and can 
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be seen in Appendix I, pages 50, 51 and 52. Reevaluating the red phase 
interval or the pedestrian clearance data for the critical signals, 
possible widening of band width could be achieved. 
As can be seen the SIGART program is very effective in 
helping the responsible Traffic Engineer to understand better 'the 
particular progression system, especially in case, where the distances 
between individual signal light installations are very irregular. 
Analysis of the summarized values will give him a better feeli'ng what 
'vill be the true system conditions, ,.,hen the traffic speed will vary 
over certain speed rm1ge. 
It is recommended that the program is made conditionally avail-
able to the DOT offices and local County and City Traffic Engineers for 
use in their progressive signal lightssystem design and i mprovement 
efforts .. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
The SIGART Computer Model capable of simulating progressive 
Traffic Signal Lightssystem was translated from Burroughs B5500 
FORTRAN II to IBM 360 FORTRAN IV computer language. Hodel functional 
description, algorithm outline, input documentation, program diagnostic 
list and practical data output report was prepared. 
The SIGART Computer Model is based on evaluation methods and 
equations published in ·the Traffic Engineering Handbook. 6 The program 
is designed to provide optimum timing of cycle offset relationships 
between signals along an arterial road. The program provides data on 
all possible through bands--it is a true opt i mizing tool. Uti.lizing 
good judgement, the desired signal timing can be established, based on 
the selected criteria---maximum band width and a progression speed 
between lower and upper speed limit. 
The time space diagram plotting option of the SIGART output 
data was also considered but it \vas found, because of present computer 
system setup, time delays involved and econo~ical reasons not feasible 
at this time. Reevaluation of these conditions should be done when 
different computer system is available. 
Several sets of practical data \vere inputted to the SIGART 
p.rogram for the Brevard County Traffic Engineer, Mr. George Adams. 
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He found the SIGART output data valuable and was very much interested 
in utilizing this computer model in future. 
The SIGART program is very effective in setting up and evalua-
tion of progressive traffic sigp?l -lighmsystem, specifically in 
cases, where distance between individual lighrnvaries to a large degree 
It gives the Engineer a good understanding, what will be the true systen 
conditions, when the traffic speed will vary over certain speed range. 
It is recommended that the program is made conditionally 
available to the DOT offices and local County and City Traffic· Engineer~ 
for use in their progressive signal light system design and improve-
ment efforts. 
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li I! II APPENDIX I 
PROGRESSIVE TRAFFIC SIGNAL LIGHTS -PROBLEM. 
Obtain SIGART report output containing the desired speedband 
and all possible. bands and draw time space plots for "best" solution 
for reach cycle of signal system outlined below. The cycle lengths 
to be tested are 60, 70 and 80 seconds. The desired speed is 40 mph 
and the upper and lower limit is 45 mph and 35 mph respectively. 










SR AlA-- CAPE CANAVERAL TO SIGNAL SYSTEH 
Percent 
Distance Street Name Red 
Central Blvd. 25 
3,960' N. Atlantic Ave. 40 
2 ,112' Buchanan Ave. 25 
2,640' McKinley Ave. 25 
Meade Ave . 30 
2,376' Osceola Lane 25 












7 SI GNA LS, 3 CYCLES, SPEEDS ARE 4G, 45, ANC 35 PPH TEST BA~C = ~0 SEC. 
FLAGS ARE 0 1 C C C, . SYSTEP ~ASTER SIG NAL IS 2, SYSTE M CFfSET IS 0.0 
CYCLES TO BE TESTEC ARE e:o, 10, ac, 
-I I'\ TER SECT ICN CISTA NCES STREET PERCE NT MII\-PEC 
__ 1\ U_/' e ER IN PVJ~LM LLATIVE NAME RED SEC 
c CEN1RAL BLVD 25 20 
3960 
2 3SC:C N. ATLANTI C AVE 40 20 
_____ 2 u~ 
----- ---·--
3 C:C7 2 BU CHANAN AVE 25 20 
2640 
4 E712 1-'CKI NLEY AVE 25 20 
2112 
5 lC 824 ~EAOE AVE 30 20 
-- _ 2_3]_(: 
(: l32CC OSCEOLA LANE 25 20 
18 4 8. 
7 15C4 8 SR- 520 50 20 
. --- - ---------·- ----------------------- --
VJ 
0 
·--- ------ -- ---- · .... -·· -- -------------- ----·---·------ --- - ------ ----- --- ---- - - ----- ------ --- - -
. .... ,..~·-- ·~ 
QC~E_S 6_Q 70 
l 33 29 
2 4_0 4_0 
3 .. - _ 33. 29 
4 33 29 
~ 3 3 3C 
.6 33 29 
7 50 50 
SR - Altl CAPE CA NAvERAL 









TC SR - 520 (TRCYAN ) P AG E 2 
w 
I-' 
SR-AlA CAPE CA NA VERAL TO SR-520 (TRCY AN ) PAGE 3 
.• 
~AXI~U~ BANOS PCSSIBLE FOR A DESI RED SPE ED CF 40.00 MPH (58.67 FPS) :-
CYC LE = 60 SECCNCS BAND NUMBER 60- 0 * 
8ANO WICTH IS 17.1C SECO NDS (0.285 CYCLE) 
OFFSET S ARE C.Sc5 O.CCO 0.465 0.465 0.965 0.4 6 5 0.050 
----------------~C RI TICA~J G N A LS ARE 4 AND ~7 ________________________________ ~---------------------------------------------------
CYCL E = 70 SECC NCS BAND ~LMBER 7C- 0 * 
-------~_A~ C_W I_OTfi IS 24 .50 SECONQu..Q..!..l.2.0~Y..Cl.!::.E..!.l __________________________________________________________________________ _ 
OFFSET S ARE O. S4 5 0.000 0.445 0.945 0.450 0.9~5 0.550 
CRITICAL SIGNALS ARE 2 A~O 7 
____ ___:C YC1_E~Q__~~~Of'{_Q_S BAND NU""B ER eo- 0 
BAN C W I DT ~ IS 26.5C SEC ON CS (0.331 CYCLE) 
GFFS5l S ARE 0.425 0.000 0.425 0.925 0.450 0.9 2~.5~-0~·~5~5~0~--------------------------------------------------------­
CRITICAL SIGNALS AR E 1 AND 2 
. -- --·· -·- ··-- ··--·- -- - ·· -- --· 
- --- ·--·------ - ··- --·-· 
-----·-- - - ---- - -- --- -
---ur-
N 
SR- AlA CAP E CANA VE RA L TO S R-520 (TRCY h N ) PA GE 4 
ALL POS SI BLE BA~ CS GREA TE R THAN l O.CC SECO ~O S F OR A 60 S E C O~ C CYCL E 
S PE ED I S 39. 6 0 M P~ 158 . 08 FP SJ BAND NC MBER 60- 1 * 
BA~ C WI CH I S lc .Cl · SEC GND S (0 . 26 7 CY CLE) 
------------------------------------------------------~ 
----~-__,· F F $_E T S A R.E.._C. 9 6 5_Q_._Q_Q__C C. 4 6 5 C. 4 6 5 0. 9 6 5 0. '-tC.-'<-5 _ _,_0-=-·=0=5=0-----------------------------
___ _ ___ __,C..R.LT_I_kALS.HiJY.AL_S_A.B..E___L_~ ,__Ats_O 7'------------ ----- - - - ----------- - - - ---- -----
SPEED I S 41 . 00 MPH ( 6 0 .13 FPSl BAN D ~u M BER 6 0- 2 * 
_____ ,B_ANUtLC.I..!:i___l.S__l2_._~ 2_S_t:C_O.li O_S__L0_._.2 _5_.5 __ C..'f.C_LE;J'--- - - --·--------- - --- ---- - ------------ -----
OFF S ETS AR E C.S65 C. OO C 0 ·.465 0. 9 65 0.96 5 0.4 6 5 0 . 050 
CRIT I CAL SI GNA LS ARE l, 5, AN D 4 
·----"'.EF.: ED_LS_ 3_5_._l_'-Ll:iP .t__{__5_l _._5_!t__£_P_S BA ND N Ct' BE R 6 0 - 3 * 
B~N C W IC T~ IS 12.40 S ECONCS 10.20 7 CYCL E ) 
________ .C££...S_EI_S_A8..E___Q_.__9_9_2_ Q_._O_O_O___Q_._!t_6_2_ 0_.!!_6 5 0. 4 ~_Q_.__2__9 5 0 . 5 5'-'0'------------------------------ -
___ ______ CRl]~AL SIG NALS ARE 1 , 5, AND 3 
S PE EC IS 4 1. 8 6 MPH ( 6 1. 4 C FPS l BA ND NLMBER 6 0 - 4 * 
eANC W ICT ~ IS 13 . 90 SECO NDS 10.232 CYC LE ! 
- - - -- - - ·- - --· ·- -·- --- -----
CFFSETS AR E O.S 65 0 .000 0. 4 65 0. 9 65 0 . 4 65 0.465 0.0 50 
CRITI CAL SI GNALS AR E 1, 7, AND 5 
____ S.f_E_E C_LS__)..1_'!_3_~tJ:::_J_54 ._lC_Ef.$ 1 BAN D NtJMBER 6 0 - 5 * 
BAN C WICT~ I S lS. l S S ECONDS (C.32C CY CLE ! 
. . , w 
w 
CFFS ET_S _pf3_E ___ ~. t;_C:_?_ Q. 00 0 ___ 0_!. 4 6? __ Q_._~_6j __ _ Q_._96_2_0_.~_5_0_._2 50'-------------------------------
SR-AlA CAPE CANAVERAL TO SR - 520 ITRC YANl PAGE 5 
ALL PGSSIBLE BA NOS GREATER THAN lO.CC SECO~DS FCR A 60 SE~C~C CYCLE IC GNTINUEC l 
SPE EC IS 39.69 MPr (5 8 .22 FPSl BAND N~MB ER 60- 6 * 
-------------- -- ---
oAN C WICTr IS 16.12 SECO NDS (0.26S CYCLEl 
CFFSETS ARE C.~65 C.CCC 0.~65 0.965 0.965 0.465 0.050 
_______ __ i=._~ I_UC.B L_S.I_G N A_L_S~ E _ _?_r_5_,__~ ~ 0 __  ;_1 _____ __________________ _______________ _ 
SPEEC IS 35 . ~1 M P ~ 15l.S~ FPSl BAND NL~BER 60- 7 * 
B A N O_HJOT~ IS 2~.3~ SECO]LO~~iP~6~· ~C~Y~C~L~E~l ______ _ _____ ____ _________ _____________ _ 
CFFSETS AR E 0.~65 0.000 0.465 0.~65 0.965 0. 965 0.550 
CRITIC AL SIG NAL S ARE 2, 6, AND 1 
----~SP_~E ~__i_L-3 1 MP~ (6C.59 FPSl BAND NU I"BER 6C- 8 * 
BAN C WICT h I S 13 . 46 SECO NDS (0.224 CYCL El 
_______ _::O:c.:.F....:..F _SETS ARE 0. 4 (?__Q...!_ 0 0 0 0. 4 6 5 0. 9 6 5 0. 46 5 0. L,-"6-"'-5--"0-".-=0-"'-5-=0 _ _____ __: _____________________ _ 
CRITICAL SIG NALS ARE 2, 7, AND 1 
SPE ED IS 35.~9 M P~ (52.C6 FPSl 
---------- ·----------- -· 
BANC WICT~ IS 1C . 60 SE CONDS (0.177 CYCLE) 
OFF SET s·-·ARE--0. 465o-: 00-0 o. ~6 5ci-: ~65 0. 965 0. ~ 65- 0.556 
CRTTICA.L SIG NALS - ARE- 2, 7, AND . 6 
____ _$_PE E C _ _LS~!_8_6_.t!.~ h_ l 6_?__._7 9 F P ~ _,_) _ _ 
---· .. ··-----8AN C WI CTr IS 2C . 32 SECO NDS (0.339 CYCLE) 
C F_f S_E !..S~__L_?_t:__5 _,__j:_. 0_0 _Q-~~ 6.2._ __ 0 • _4 6_?__.9 . 9 Q..?_O~ 6 5_0~_? 0 
BAND NLM8ER 60- 9 * 
BAND N~MBER 60-10 * 
I.JJ 
.t:--
SR- A lA CAPE _ C~NAV_~ l T 0 SR-520 ( T RCY AN ) PAGE 6 
Al l PCSSI BLE BA NCS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECO NDS FCR A 60 SECO NC CYCLE (CONTINUED) 
S PEED I S 36. CO ~ Pr (5 2 . 8 C FPS l BAND NL~BER 60-11 * 
6 A ~ C WICTr IS 15.10 SECO NDS !0.252 CYCLE) 
----------~C~F~F~S~E~T~_f 0 . 96~ O. CO O 0.9 6 5 0. 4 65.~-0~·~4~6~5~~0~·~9~6~5~-~0~·~5~5~0 ________________________________________________________ ___ 
_ _ _____ _,C R Ll_I_C~_L._S _ _I_G_t.~ A_l. _$_11~E_3_,_5_t_:..AJi.D 7 ___ _________ _ _ _ ____ _ _____ _ _ ______________ _ 
SPEED IS 39.4 6 MP~ (57.87 FPSl BAND NlMBER 60-12 * 
_____ B_A ~ C_J,I I_C T _t:_I_5_li . _5_9_S_E_Cjl~ C_.S_j_Q_._<__'t)_kY_C_l,_Ej.__ _ ______ ____ :------------'-------:-- ------------
·---:-------------:-- :---~---~-------------------------OF FS ETS ARE 0.965 0.000 0.965 0.465 0.965 0.965 0.550 
CRI T I CAL SI GNA LS AR E 3, 7, AND 2 
_ __ $PEED_ ! S _39 . 6Q_ I~ P 11_(_!)8 ._0 8 __ f::_P_S ) ______ _ --------~------------------~BAN_Q_N~~~~~R~6~0~-~1~3~*--------
BAN C WI CTr IS 16. 28 SECC NDS (0.271 CYCLE ) 
_____ ____,0 F F S E_lS_A R!;_(:_.~ !). _ _ 0 ._C_Q_Q__Q__d_6_ 5 0_!_~{;>-~___Q_J_q_5 0. 4 Q 5 0. 0 50,__ ______ ______ _ _ _______________ _ 
CRI TIC AL SIG NA LS AR E 4 , 1, AND 2 
SPE EC IS 4l.c·-C -~-.P-h~(-6~C-.~1~3~F~P~S~l----------------------------------~B~A7N~0-7~7U7M~B~E~R~6~C~-~~~4~*---- ---
BANC WIO T ~ I S 13 . 9 5 SEC CN DS (0.233 CYCLE) 
CFFSETS ARE 0 . 465 C.O OO 0.465 0.965 0.465 0.4 65 0.050 
-------------------- tJO CRIT I CAL SIG NALS ARE 5, 1, AND 2 ~ 
_____ S P_EEC_ I_S __]5 ._ l :._~_EY,_( ~-· .. 2U .J S l ----- ---------------------------------~B~A~N~'D~N~'LMBE .R~~6~0_-~1~5_* ______ _ 
--- ---···- ---- . - ---· ·--·- .. 
BA NC W ICT ~ IS 24 . 9 3 SECONDS (0.415 CYCLE) 
---- ------ ----- - --- - ------- --- -·--·--·- ------------ - · 
C FF S E_T S ~ P~E __ C. ~ -(: 5_ C. 0 C 0 ____ 0_. !t 6_5 _ __ C. _4 6 5 __ q_._9Jl ~__Q_:o_~_6_? __ 0 !2.~0 ____ - --- -----------------·-----
SR - AlA CAPE CANAVERA L TC SR-5 20 !TROYA N) PAGE 7 
ALL PCSSI BLE BANCS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECO NDS FOR A 60 SECO ~ C CYCLE 
SPEEC IS 38 . 33 MPr (56.22 FPS) 
BAN C WICTr I S 15.67 SECC NOS (0.261 CYCL E) 
~ 
OFFSETS ARE C.St5 C.OCO 0.965 0.465 0.965 0.96 5 0.550 
!C ON TI NU EC) 
BAND NL MB ER 60-16 * 
___ ____ __.:c_R I TJ_(AL_S LGI'\_~L_L~R_E_.2_, 2 ,~0 _ _ 3:::__ ________________________________________ __ _ 
SPEEC IS 36.00 ~P~ (52.80 FPSJ 
-----~B~A=N C WIDT r IS 15 .2 C SECON DS (0.253 CYCLE) 
OFFSETS AKE O.S65 0 .000 0.465 0.465 0.965 0.965 0.550 
CRITICAL SIGNALS AR E 5, 3, AN D 1 
-----=S~P~E ~D IS 44 .24 MP~ ( 64.88 FPSl 
BA~C WICTr IS 12.75 SECONDS (0 .212 CYCLE) 
GF FS ET S ARE C. 96 5 0.000 0.465 0.965 0.965 0.465 0.050 
CRITICAL SIGNALS ARE 5, 7 , AND 4 
SPEEC IS 35 . 90 MP~ (52.65 FPSl 
BANC WlC Tr I S 20 .91 SECONDS (0.349 CYCLE) 
0 F FS (-j- -s--A RE- c • 4 (:; s- c-:-co"o ---0 • 4 6-5 - o • 4 6 5 0 • 9 6 5 0 • 9 6 5 0 • 5 50 
CRITICAL SIG NALS AR E 6, 7, AND 1 
BAND N L ~BER 60-17 * 
BAND NeMBER 60-18 * 
BAND NLMBER 60-19 * 
w 
0\ 
__ ____:S_f_E E C_ I 1>___l_a~ 7_L~PJ:_ ( ~ 6 • e l F P S l BAN 0 f\: L to' 8 E R 6 0- 2_ 0.:._' -*---- ---
----- -EAN C ~ICTr IS 13 . 56 SECO NDS (0.226 CYCLE) 
_______ Cf£_S_ET_S2 RE_ O .~_6 _? ___ o_._o_p_O __ O_.~g 5 __ O_._~ ~? __ Q.!...9.95 0. 465 0. 050'--------------------------------
SR - AlA CAPE CANAVERAL TO SR-520 (TRCYAN } PAGE 8 
-
ALL PCSSIB LE BANCS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECO~OS FOR A 60 SECO NC CYCLE ( CONT Ir~UED l 
__ ___,.,S...:...P....._E_.._E L_L$~. 7 l I' P 1- ( 6 2 • 6 4 F P S l BAND ~C~BER 60-21 * 
BAN C WiC TI- IS 1! . 81 SEC ON DS {0 . 197 CYC LE ) 
CFFSE TS ARE C. 9c 5 C.OCO 0.965 0.465 0.965 0.465 0.050 
--------------~~~lLL(p L __ SJ§N~-~S_pRE__]J ___ 2,~--~3~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
SPEEC IS 36.52 MP I- (53.57 FPSl BA ND NCMBER 60-22 ~ 
--------'8 AN_C_ I-: I .C~t__LS_l_c_._2 lt__S_E C_O ri_D_~_jj)~_2_ll _J:_:r:_C l,E.--'------ - ------------------ -----------------------
-- --CFFSE TS ARE C.965 c.coo C.Sc5 0.465 0.465 0.965 0.550 
CKITICA L SI GNA LS ARE 7' 2, AND 5 
I 
~-----------------------------------2BANC NL~BER 60-2~3~*-------S E.E E_C_ I_$_ 4 2_. _2!Ll1E .t__{_Q__l__._S_S F P S' 
BANC i-iiC TH IS 22.82 SECO r-\O S {0.3 80 CYCLE) 
·--· 
Cff_S_US_liM ___ G~(;l 5 o.ooo 0_d _0. 0.465 0.965 - 0.465 0.050 
~lUULLCAL S1G~A LS ARE 7' 3, AND 4 
SPE ED I S 37 . 6C MPr. (55.14 FPSJ BAND NU MB ER 60-24 * 
-
BA NC WICTf-' IS 11 .9 2 SEC OND S (0.199 CYCLE) 
-·- ··- --- ···- -------·- -- ------CFF SETS ARE C.4c5 o.ooc 0.465 C.965 0.965 0.465 0.050 
... 




SR-AlA CAPE CA NAVERAL · TO SR-520 !TRCYA N l PAGE 9 
All POSSI BLE BANCS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECONDS FCR A 70 SECC NC CYCLE 
SFEEC IS 39.43 MP~ !57. 83 FPSl BA ND NLMBER 70- 1 * 
BANC WI CT r IS 12 .37 SECO NDS (0.177 CYCLEl 
OFFSET S ARE 0.445 O.COO 0.945 0.445 0.950 0.445 0.050 
________ __:C'3_I u_~_A_Lj_I_G~L_S_A R f_ 1_, __ 3 !~f:W 2"---------------------,----------------------------
SPEEC IS 42.43 MPr !62.23 FPSl BAND NL~BER 70- 2 * 
------~BAN C ~I~TH I S 1C.5} SECO NDS (0. 150 CYCLE) ---------------·~--------------------------------------------------
----· . OFFSETS ARE C. 445 0.000 0.445 0.445 0.450 0.445 0.550 
CRI TIC AL SIGNA LS AR E 1, 4, AND 7 
----=S~PE~Q_l5_~_~g~ MP ~ (5 1.46 ~PS) BAND NL~BER 70- 3 * 
BA~ C · WI CTr IS 20.39 SECO NDS (0.291 CYCLE) 
--------=OF~~LS~~~~2 __ 0~QOO 0.445 0.945 0.950 0.445 0.050 
CRITICAL SIGNAL S ARE 1, 5, ANC 4 
--- --------- ---- - ---- ___ .. ---- ·-
SPEED IS 4 2. 8 6 MPH (62. 8 6 FPSl 
BAN C ~IC Tr IS 12.95 SECO NDS (0.185 CYCLE) 
BAND ~lMBER 70- 4 * 
~F~Y~~~-~~~§~~~5~-b.4~ 5 0.945 0.450 0.44 5 0~.~5~5~0~-----------------------------
--- ------------=----=-CRITICAL SIG ~ ALS ARE 1, 6, AND 7 VJ 
CX> 
_S P EEC _ I S __ 4_0 . 66 _ .t'\_PI-' (5 9. 6 3_£ P S l __ .. __ , __ _____ _ ------------------------------------------------~B_A N_g__~ L:!~_E. R_ 7_0- 5 ·-*---------
- - - ------------·----- --------·· ··-~--·------·------ -----· ·-·--------··--- __ , __ _ DANC W I C T~ IS 14.44 SFCO NO S (0.2C6 CYC LE) 
---------_a tt S ~ LU_R_L_Q_. ~~5_0_. 0_9_9 _ 0. 4 ~_Q_0.'!.?_Q_~_Q_O. 44~ 0. o ~.9:.__ ________________ _ 
SR - AlA CAPE CANAVERA L T O SR - 5 20 (T R CYA~ ) 
PLL POSSIB LE B~~C S GRE~TER THAN 10 . 00 SECOND S FOR A 70 S E C O~O CYCLE 
SPEEC IS 35. 7 1 ~Pr ( 52 .37 FP SJ 
BA NC WICTr I S 17 .c c SECOND S (0 . 252 CYC LE ) 
~ 
CFFSETS AR E 0 .9 45 0 . 00 0 0. 44 5 C. 94 5 0.450 0.44 ? 0 . 050 
PAG E 10 
(CC NT I NU ECJ 
BAND NlMBER 70 - 6 * 
__________ CR. I_ll_~L_SIG t!AL..S~_IlE_l__!__l_,_A~_D _::...5 __________ __________________________________ _ 
S PEEC IS 40.82 M P~ (59.86 FP SJ BAND NUMBER 7 C- 7 * 
-------'eA ~iQ_WJ C.J_b_LS_U~.l2_S E~-O~_Q_S___j__O__!_l_3_6_C Y_C_L'-"E'-'-) -----------------:------------------------ - -
OFFSETS ARE C. 945 O. CCO 0 . 4 45 0. 44 5 0.950 0.44 5 0.050 
C~ITICAL SIG NA LS ARE 2, 1, AND 7 
____ SP E E C __ LS_!t 2 ._3 5____lli'J-_ L6_2_._j 2_EE_S BA N_Q___iL M 8 E R 7 0 - 8 * 
BA NC WICTH IS 35.CO SECONDS (0.500 CYCLE ! 
--------'O_F_E._S _E.I_S_&R_E _ _Q_._~2_0_ ._QO__Q__O~.!t_4_2___9_.,_9 4 5 0. 4 50 0. 9 4 5 0. 5""""'5,_0=----,--------------------------- ----
--------~ClLLLLC~-~~_JUL~~·-~7~,~A~N=D~~7 _ _ _______________ ~---------------------------------------------------------
SPEED I S 35 . 41 ~P h ( 51 .93 FPSl BAND NUMBER 70- 9 * 
EANC WICTr I S 17 . 1C SECCNO S ( 0. 2 4 4 CYCLE) 
CFFSETS AR E 0.4 45 O.C CO 0. 4 45 0. 94 5 0 . 450 0.445 0. 0 50 
CRITI CAL S IG~ALS AR E 2, 7, AND 1 w 
\D 
____ .S.E._EEC_I_$_3_]_ ._0_l_lipjj__(~_._3_6_E_p_ S,_,l _ _ __________ _ ------------------~B~A~NO N ~MB ER~7~C~-~l~O,~*--------
8AN C WICT~ IS 2E . 26 SECOND S (0. 4 04 CYCL E) 
- ------ Of F_SE JS _ __ABE_ __ C~9~L_C._C C _C 0_~!!4 _5 ___ G_. ~f0 __ Q_!_9_5_0~_4_iL_Q_~_2_0. ________ _____________________ _ 
r 0 J T T r ,., t C' T r:. f\ 1 1\ I (' 1\ 0 C 'l _ ? _ 1\ t\1 n / ...... 
SR-AlA CAPE CANAVERAL TC SR - 520 (TRCYANl PA GE 11 
ALL PCSSI~LE BANGS GREATER TnAN 10.00 SECO~DS FOR A 70 SECONC CY CLE ( CONTINU ED) 
S~EEC I S 41.53 MPr (6C.S2 FPSJ BAN D N L ~BE R 70-1 1 * 
BANC WIDTh IS 1C.52 SECO NDS (0.150 CYCLE ) 
CFFSETS ARE 0 . 445 0.000 0 . 945 0 . 445 0 . 950 0.445 0 .050 
_ _________ CR!U~-~L_SLG~_Al.j___Ail_~ 3.J_l,~ND 2'=------ ---·------ ------------------------------
SPEED IS 43.71 ~p ~ (t4.11 FPSJ BAN D NLMB ER 70-12 * 
E AJ'~ C_ H I_C_l!-.:.__I_U 3 _._~ ~_S_EC_O~D S_LQ ~ _ _12_3~yc;_Lj:j. _______________ _______________ ______________ _ 
---------- -- -----CF FSETS ARE 0.445 0.000 0.445 0 . 445 0 .45 0 0.445 0. 550 
CRITICAL SIG~ALS AR E 4, t, AND 7 
I 
SPEED I_S_ 38_._4 ~ . ....t"0?1-:'_ (_5t_. !!_Q_F_t:_S l B~ND NLJ"'BE R 70-13 * 
e AN C WICT~ IS 25 . 11 SECO NCS (0.359 CY CLE) 
CFFSs~~~-~~---Q~~---~~i2_ C~· ~4~4~5-~0~·~9~5~0-~0~·~4~4~5~_~0~·~0~5~0~------~-------------------------
CRITICAL SIG NA LS ARE 4, 7 , AND 2 
S PEE C IS 3 5-. -2 0 .M P- 1-:. -( 5- 1- ._6_3_ F_P_S ,- - - - - - ---------------------------,-8_,-A-N,_D-N_,_L_,_M.,...B ,...E R,----7=-o- - 1,_4.,..---* _______ _ 
--------·----------------
EA ~ C WICTJ-: IS 17.55 SECONDS (0.251 CYCLE > 
OFFSETS ARE 0.445 0.000 0 . 44 5 0.945 0 .45 0 0. 445 0 .050 
c-~-rr rcA.LSiGNA LS ARE--s -, - 1- ,A -NC-·2 
____ ___,S P E_E D_ I_s_ n _. 4_0_1j_P_i-_ C_5_i.jl_6__£E_S l 
-----------· -----BANC WICTJ-: IS 17 . 85 SECCNCS (0.255 CYCL E) 
___________ OF_F_SELS_ A_R_E __ C. 9_4_5 _ _J;_._C_CQ_ C. 44_L _C 0 _'!_5 __ 0_~~?_0 0 . 445 ___ Q_~O_?_Q, _ _ __ _ 
r n T T r (' 1\ I t: t r. :. 1\ I C" fl. D J: '\ • 7 • fl. N r. I . 
BAN D NLMBE R 70- 15 * 
+:--
0 
SR-AlA CA PE CA NA VER AL TO SR -5 2 0 (TRGY AN ) PAGe 12 
ALL PCSSIBL E BA~ CS GREATER THAN lO.OC SEC O~CS FOR A 70 SECC ~C CYCLE ( CGrH INUED l 
---------"-S ,__P ,.,_E E._O I S 4 3 • 1 7 i~ P 1- ( O_._].J___E_E__Sj 8 A N D N U"' B E R 7 0- 16 * 
aA~ C W ICT~ IS 35.CO SEC ONDS (0.500 CYCL E) 
----------------~~F~~E~T~S~A~R~E--~C.945~_QCO 0.445 Q.945 Q.450 0.945 0.550 
___________________ C,RJ .. l .. LC .Q,L_ S I G NALS__l! R E __ _..Lt__L, _:_.Q...N D 
SFEEC IS 37.63 NP~ (55.19 FPSl BAND NLMB ER 70-17 * 
Sll~. C._..\~_I C.l..1::_l_$_l,L._6_C_ S_E __C_C~ CS_..J.....Q...._1_ 8_0_C....Y....C .. L_E.-'----------------------------------------------------------------------- -
OFFSETS ARE C. 445 O. COO 0.445 0.945 0.450 0.945 0.550 
CRITICAL SIG NA LS ARE 7, 1, ANC 2 
_______ SfEEC _ lS _ 44.0E_tiPJ:L .. J6.i..._6_5_E PS)'--- --------- --------------------· I B_BHQ....Ji.l:JiB E R 7 C-1 ~·--'*--------
a~N C WICTI- IS lS.tC SECONDS CC.2 80 CYCL E) 
________ __,Cf..E..S o s~_E c . ~ -4 5 __ o. o c_o__o_ . .. ~~5 __ c_. 9 4 ~~5_Q__Q_._94 ?~_so=----------------------------------
CRITICAL SIG~ALS ARE 7, 2 , AN D 1 
SPEED IS 3t .61 ~PI- (53 . 69 FPSI BA ND NL MBER 70-19 * 
eAN O WI CTr IS 15.18 SECO NDS ( 0 .217 CYCLEI 
0 F F s E'Ts-""A RE-. c-: 945 -·-o:-ac 0 0. 9 4-5--0-. 4-4-5 _ 0 __ 9_5_0--C-.-4-4 -=-s- o-=--. o=-s=-o-=-----------------------------------
CRITICA L s r GN_A_l. _S .AR·E-~2 ;---AN'o--3 
SP EEC IS . 36 . 50 .. ~Ph (53.54 FPSl 
BANC WI CTI- IS 29 .C l SECO NDS ( 0 .414 CYCLE) 
~ 
. f--' 
______________ BA N Q_J •iUM BE~ _} 0= 2_Q_ __ *·- ------ --
CF F SETS ARE __ C. 9 4 5 ___ 0 . CCC_. 0. 44 5 ... 0 . 4 4 5 __ 0 . _950 ___ 0_._44 5 __ 0. 0 5_0 _________ _ 
rorTrr " ' c:rr~"' c: API= 7 .. ':\ . 6Nn 
r· SR-AlA CAP E C ANAVERAL TG SR-520 CTRCYA N J PAGE 13 
ALL POSSIBLE BANCS GREA TER THAN 10.00 SECO~DS FCR A 80 SECO NC CYCLE 
SPE ED IS 37 . 13 MP~ (54 . 45 FPSl BAND NL~BER 80- 1 
- -----·------ ----------
BA NC WIC T~ IS 13.c4 SE CONDS (0.17C CYCLE) 
I} 
CrFSETS AR E C.425 O. CC O 0.425 0. 425 0.450 0. 425 __ ~0~·~5~5~0~-----------------------------------------~------------
____________ __,CR IT I ~~L_S.l_G_f!A!.,_U_B_E_l ~ ·_A-~ __ ~7 ______________ ____________ ~----~---------------------------------------------
SPEED I S 37.50 MPr (55.CC FPSl BAND NC ~B ER 80 - 2 
BA I'\ C WI OTt:.._j_~_LC . 4 C_~_CO ND_i_.L0~205 CYCLE l 
------- -GFFSETS ARE C.425 c.cco 0.425 c. 925 0.450 0.425 0.550 
CRITICAL SIGNALS AR E 1 ' 6' AND 7 
I 
S F E E_Q_I_$____il_ !_ 0 4 1/. P r . . ~, BA.ND NCI-'BER 8C - 3 (6C .1S t:DCI 
8Ai\ C WIOTr IS 22 .21 SECO NDS (0.353 CYCLE) 
OrFSE_TS AR E 0.425 o.ooo 0.425 0.925 0 .45 0 o. 925 0.550 
CRITI CAL SIGNALS ARE 1 ' 7' AND 2 
. - -----SPEED IS 35.38 /'<PH (51. 89 FPSl BAN D NUMBER 8C - 4 
BAN C WI CTI-' IS 17.c 8 SECO ND S (0.221 CYCLEl 
-· --- ----·----·· - ---- --·-OFFSET S ARE C.42 5 O.OCO 0.425 0.425 0.950 0 . 425 0.050 
. ·-- - ------------CRITICAL SIG NA LS ARE 1 ' 7, AND 2 ~ I') 
________ S_p E ED _ I_S__l_6 . i_Lt)_~.b_(_5_)_~_l_f~ ~_l __ BA~~~~~~- 5 _________ _ _ 
- ---------- ·--- - · ··- - - - - - - ··--·-- -· ·-:::-:--- ----BAN C WICT~ IS 11 . 20 SECO ND S (0.140 CYCLE) 
___ C F F S E_ T_S __AB_E_ C_. S 2_5 _ C ~-C 0 0_ 9. 4 2 5 0 • 4 2 5_ Q_o2?J2___9 • 4 2 5 _ 0_ '!..0_?_0 
r '.J T T f f"' f\ I C T r ~ ~ 1\ I C 1'1 :') C ? ,.. ~ · n 7 
SR-AlA CAPE CANAVERAL TO SR-520 (TRCYA ~ ) P AG E 14 
All ~ CSSIBLE 3ANCS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECO ND S FCR A 80 SECO~C CYCLE !CONTI NUED) 
- ------"-S '--'F l.E_C I S 4 2 • 3 5 1-i P r ( 6 2 • 1 2 F P S l BAND NL~BER eo- 6 
BA~ C WICT~ IS 21.50 SECO NDS 10.269 CYCLE) 
GFF SETS ARE 0 .925 0 . 000 0.425 0 . 925 0.950 0.425 0.050 
------------'CB 1T_LC AL_$ IG ~tl_ L _S_~R_E;_2_L_3_ ,_/11)0_5~------------------=------------------------
SPEEC IS 43 . / E ~p~ (64.22 FPSl BAND NLMBER 80- 7 
_______ B_61'S C_ \UQ.lt_LS_2_1_._l_L_S_EC_OH_D_Lj_0_'!..2{:_i_C_'(C_L_E).__ ______ _______________________________ ____ -I 
CFFSETS ARE 0 .9 25 O.COO 0.925 C.925 0.950 0.425 0.050 
CRiTICAL SIGNALS AR E 2, 41 AND 3 
I 
______ S £ E_E O __ l S_ 4 G. 3 4_ t:iP _t_(_5_5_ ._l_]_ f_p_S l BAN Q~C ~ 8 ti3:__::8'-"0'------08'-----------l 
8A~C ~ICT ~ IS 16.62 SECONDS 10.208 CYCLE) 
_ _______ C.£..f_S E_l_S_A~~-C .5__2.2__G~_o_o_c o_.,__'i_22__C~2 5 0. 4 50 0. 9 2 5 0. Q 5"'"'0 -------------------------------__: 
CRIT ICAL SIGNALS ARE 2 1 5, ANC 7 
·- --------- I 
SPEED I S 40 .91 ~P~ (6C.CC FPSI BAND NL~BER 8C- 9 I 
3A~ C WI CT~ IS 17.6C SECONC S (0.22C CYCLE) 
CFFSE TS ARE . 0.925 O.COO 0.425 0.925 0.950 0.92 5 0.0 50 
--------·--- ·- ---- ----·-- ----·---CRITI CAL SIG NALS ARE 2, 6, AND 5 ~ 
w 
_ _ SPEED _IS 37.06 £1 Pt- _ ( 54 . 35 f.PSl _ _ _ ----------------------------BANO_~t.: MB E ~_J O~ lO~---------
---------- - ·------------- ·-- --·--- ·-- ·--- -- ---------
UANC WICT t- IS 4C . CC SECONDS !O.SOC CYCLE) 
CFF SET S ARE C.925 c.coo __ 0.425 0.925 0 . _450 ___ 0 • .. ~2.~ ~ -- 0 . 550 _ _ _ _ 
rR! TT (hl <;! l-11. 111 <; fiRF :? . 7. ANn 7 
SR-AlA CAPE CANAVE RAL , TC SR-520 ITROYA~l PAGE 15 
ALL PCSSIB LE BANC S GREATER THAN 10.CC SECO NCS FOR A 80 S E CC ~O CYCLE (CONTINUED) 
SPEED IS 39 .5 1 1'1PH !57.'75 FPSJ BA~O ~lMBER 80 - 11 
----------------BAN C WICTH IS 10 . 44 SECONDS (0.131 CYCLE) 
CFFS ETS ARE 0 . 425 0 . 000 0 .9 25 0.425 0.950 0. 425 0.550 
------------------~C R I T l~~l_jJ~N~~ ~E __Jy ___ 5,~~Q, __ ~2~------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------
SPE EC IS 36.CC MPH (52.8C FPS I BA~D ~U~BER 80 - 12 
----------~BA~ C WIC T ~ IS 1~ .C C SEC ONDS (0.175 CYC~L~E~~ ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
OFFSETS ARE 0.425 0.000 0.925 0.425 0.950 0.425 0.050 
CRITICAL SIG NALS ARE 3, 7 , A~O 2 
--------'S P EE_Q_J_~--2 5 MPH (56 .lC FP S I BAND NUMBER 80- 13 
BAN C W I O T~ IS 17 . C6 SECONCS (0.213 CYCLEI 
------------~Of_fS_ET_S_A_13_~_C_~_ i.?._?_O_._CCQ __ 0_0_? 5 C. 4 25 0. 450 0.425 0 ·:...::5:...::5~0~------------.:__ __________________________________________ ___ 
CRITICAL SIG NALS ARE 4 , 6, AND 7 
SPEEC IS 41 . 5~ ~p-r-(~f.-S-2-FPS~l--------------------------------------------------------------~B~A~N~O~~~. l~. M~, B~E~R~8~0~-~1~4-----------------
BA NC WICTr. IS 19.33 SECONDS (0 . 242 CYCLE ) 
OFFSETS AR E C. 925 O.COC 0.925 0.925 0.950 0.425 0.050 
CRITICAL SIGNALS ARE 5, 3, AND 2 
_____ __,SF E EC __ I_S__i_2 _._ ~ 3 _l1t:.b.__L.6 .2~l£.~S l BAND NU~B ER 80- 15 
------ --- -- -----




o F F. s E I s _ _p B E_ c. ~ 2 5_ o. o_o o __ o. !t 2 5 ___ o ._9 2 5 _ _ .Q_._ft2_0__Q_._1_22 _ __g_~_o 5_-'o"------------------------------------------------------- ------
r I'") f T T r 1\ I C t r ' I 1\ I (" An C L; t.. 1+. I\ I n -, 
S R /l 1 A C APE CA N A \1 E RA l · T 0 S R- 52 0 ( T R C Y AN ) PAGE 16 
AL L POSSIB LE BAN CS GREATER THAN 10.00 SECONDS FOR A 80 SECO NC CYCLE (CONTINUED) 
SPEEC IS 44.61 MPh 165.43 FPSI BAND NCMBER 80- 16 
8AN C WICT~ IS 21.75 SEC ON DS I0.27 j CYCLE) 
CFFSETS ARE C. S25 O. CCC 0.425 C. S25 0.450 0.925 0.050 
__________ _c_R_I TJ C A L _ _ S .LG 1'\ A_L2 _ A ~_E_7 l_,_ tlf:i_C_ 6. ______ _ 
SFEEC IS 38 .CC MPr. 155.73 FPSI BAND NCMBER 80 - 17 
_ _____ e A~_C_'d_.LC.lt:__I~O_._C_G_S!=_C O_N_D_S_ (_Q. 5 OC_ Cj'CJ.__E lc_ _ _________________________________________ _ 
CFFSETS ARE C.S25 Q.C OO 0.425 O.S25 0.4 50 0.925 0.550 
CRITiCAL SIG NA LS ARE 7, l, AND 7 
_____ .S? E =: C__l_S_ 38_. 5]_t'..P_.!:._{_5_t_._5.1____E_l:_S_j BA_tW_li_L Me_EJL_S0 - 1~,__ ________ _ 
ciANC WI CTf- IS 24 . CC SECG NCS {C.30C CYCLE) 
C:.f£.S EJ_S~~E_o_._'J_Z_s o_.._o_o_o_c~~-2_5 0_._9_45_Q_._'Q~...2..Z..~_Q_...2.? o 
r RITI~E1_5 IG ~A LS ARE 7, 2, Al\ 0 1 
--SPEEC IS 40. 80 ~PH 159 . 84 FPSl BAND N~M BER 8C- 19 
. 
----
BANC WiCTf- J s 1 7 • 4 l SECONDS 10.218 CYC LE) 
I 
-- ---- - - ---·-- - - - ---
CFFSETS ARE C.S25 o.coc O.S25 O.S25 0.450 0.425 0.050 
------CRITICAL SIGNALS ARE 7' 3 r AND 5 ~ • ln I 
S_P_EEC_ l 5_ 39 . 27_j' PJ:::_ (__5~. CC_t_e SJ BAN D NL"M~_E R 8:_,C_- .=.2.c::.O _______ _ -
--- --------··--- -EANC WICTH IS 11.50 SECONDS (0.144 CYCLE) 
OF FSETS_t>~ ~-C.S25 c . coo o_~_9 25 __ o._425 _ __ o_ ._950_Q~2 . .2 ___ h_o_sQ _ ______________ _____________ _ 
r...., T T • r • t ,.. ,. r ~ • 11. t f'" A f"'l r-
SR - ~ 1 ~ C APE C ANA VERA L T O SR - 520 (T RCYAN) PAGE 17 
All POSSib LE BA~CS GREATER THAN 10 . 00 S E C O~O S FOR A 80 SEC ON C CYCLE ( CON TINUED ) 
SPEEC IS 40 . CC ~Pr l 5e . c7 FPS ) BA ND N~ ~BER 80-2 1 
-- - -·- ~----
BANC WIDTr IS l5.CO SECONDS (0. 187 CYCL E) 
CFFSETS ARE 0.925 0 . 000 0. 925 0 . 925 0. 95 0 0.425 0.050 
CR I_lli~L~LG_~_L_~ _ ~. R.. E___I_,._5 1_AN0_ 2 _ ____ _ 
SPEED IS 42.00 ~PH 16l . 6C FPSJ BA ND NLMBER 80 -2 2 
-------~~~~~~LCT~I~ __ l3 .43 ~~OND~~~i~ __ (Y ~lE~l __________ ~-------------------------------
CFFSETS ARE C.S25 0.000 0.4 25 0 .9 2 5 0. 450 0.425 0.05 0 





--------------------------------v~'R~-~A~l~A~CAPE CA~AVERAL' TO SR-520 ( TRCYAN) PAGE 18 
SUMMARY OF FEASI BLE BANOS 
BANC S FO R A cC SECC NO CYCLE 
--------.,.---5 I:._EE C _( ~!:_t_LBfli\ C_ ( S E C_S l ___ BA.t\.D_LC.)' C_L_E __ BA~O I I" IN GREEN ~t\C~U_I"!..B E.-'-R'--------------------------- -
40.0C l7.1C 28.5 57.0 60- 0 * CESIRED SPEED BAND 
39 . cO ~c . 01 26.7 53.4 60- 1 * 
-4l.CG ____ 15.32 2 5 .5 51.1 ' 60_:-2-;~ 
---------- -- ? 5_. l. 4 1_2 .~ 0_ 2 0. 7 4 1_. _3 60_=-3- ~-' - -------- - --· 
4l.c6 13 .90 23.2 46.3 60- 4 * 
-----------~3 •. ; c 19 .1 9 32 . Q~-----6~4~-~o _____ _ ~6~o~-~5~*~--------------------------------~----------
39. t s 16.12 26.9 53 .7 60 - 6 * 
__________ 35. ~ 1 24 . 34 40.6 81.1 60~7-~----------------------------------
41.;1 13.46 22.4 44.9 60 - 8 * 
-- - - 3 5. 4 s 1 c . 6 0 1 7. 7 3 5 . 3 6 0-:.._ 9 *---------------------- -----------
44. cc zc . 32 3 3 .9 67 .7 60 -10 * 
_______________ 1.~ : c c 1s.1o 25 .2~ _ ____ _L5~o~- ~3 _____ _ ~6~o~-~l~l~*~-------------------------------------------------
--
39 . 46 ~4 - 5 9 24.3 4 8 .6 60 - 12 * 
____ 39 . 6C 1c. 2 s 21.1 ?4.3 60~13 __ ~----------------~--------------4l.cc 13.95 23.3 46.5 60 - 14 * 
- -~-- ,.~ ... . .~,.--, '- l . ........ l .L ....... '-' _, • .&. ~~ . -
---
38 .33 15. 67 2 6 . 1 52.2 60 - 16 * 
3 6 . c_c 15.20 2;5_~3 50.7 60-17 f~ 
'-~ '· • zt .. 12. 7 ':J 21.2 112 . 5 60 -1 8 ,.. 
35. SC 2C. c; 1 -~~ . 9 6 9 ._7 60:::.1<./ _ * 
3e . 7 3 13.56 22 . 6 45 . 2 60 - 20 * 
.4 2 .7l 11. 81 19.] 39.4 60 :::2 1 
* 36 .5 2 16.24 27.1 54. 1 60 -22 * 
42. 24 zz.ez 38.0 76.1 ~0 - 23 * 
37. cc ll. S2 19 .9 39 .7 60 - 24 * 
_BAN D_S_ FO R_A _ _ 7C_SECG~D (:_Y C_L~ 
SPEED ! t-' Prl BA •\ C !S EC Sl BAND / CYC LE BAND it-' I 1\ GREEN BAND 1\U,..BER 
110 .C O 24.50 35.0 
. ----- -·· ---:--:c-:--c 
70 - 0 * DESIRED SPEED BAND 
39.43 12 . 3 7 17.7 35.3 70- 1 * 
42 . 43 1C.53 15.0 30.1 70- 2 * 
_____ 35 . ce _____ zc. 39 _____ 29.1 _ _ sa. 3 _ __ ____ 70- _ 3_ *---
42 . e6 12.95 18.5 37.o 10- 4 * 
-·- -------· ·• -- ---




SR-AlA CAPE CANAVERAL T G SR - 520 (TRCYA N ) PAGE 19 
SU~MARY OF FEASIBLE BANOS (CONTI NUED) 
eANCS FOR A 7C SECOND CYCLE ICO NTINCEDl 
~~~~~~~~5P~ ED _IMP~l_BAN~j~ ECSl_BA~D}CltL~~--~NQ~J~~~~NC ~U~J~R~/~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
:to ._ t_c 14 • ~!! "20_._6 41.3 70.::_5_! 
35 .71 17.6 6 25.2 50.5 70 - 6 * 
40.~2 l3. 7 2 19.6 39.2 70 - 7 * 
42 . 35 35 . 00 50.0 100 .0 70- 8 * 
35 . '!1 l 7. 1 c 24.4 4 8. 9 7 0 - __ 9 .. * 
~~--~-- -~~~-
37. C7 28.26 40.4 80.7 70-10 * 
~ 1_. 53 t C !.-52 15.0 30._ 1~~--~--70 -:_11_~ 
't3. 7 1 13.53 19. 3 3 8 .6 70 - 12 * 
38 .45 2 5. 11 3 SA 9 71.7 7 0-1 3 * 
35.2C l 7. 55 2 5 . l 50.1 70-14 * 
37 . 4C 1_7. 8 5 25 . 5 _51.0 70- 15 '~ 
4 3 . 17 35.CC 5C.O 100.0 70-16 * 
3 7_. (;; l2. 6C 18 .Q 36. 0----~~ 70-l 7 -* 
44.C8 19 . 60 28.0 56. 0 70-1 8 * 
3t . tl 1 5 . 1 8 21. 7 lt3. 4 7 0 - 19 t,< 
36 . 5C 2 9. 0 1 41.4 82.9 7 0 -20 * 
----~~---BANOS_FCR -~ _ 80_ Sf;_CC NO _C_'t_C_L_E.~~--- .. 
·- -----------------------------------------------------------------
SPEED I ~ P~l BANC (S ECSl BANC/CYCLE BAND/~!~ GREEN BA~C NUMB ER 
40 . 00 26.50 
3 7. 13 13 . 64 
37 . 50 16.40 




43 . 7e 21. ll 
" 0 . 34 16.62 
O. Sl 17 . 60 
--·-- --··- -
37.06 4C . CC 
39 . 51 1C. 44 
36.CO ' 14. co 
3 8 . 25 17. 06 
4 1. 5 t, 1 9 . 3 3 
42 . 63 
~~--
2C . ~4 
---
33 . 1 66 . 2 






14 . 0 
26 . 9 
2 6 .4 
20. 8 
2 2 .0 
50.0 
p.1 
17 . 5 
21.3 
24 . 2 
25.6 
44.2 










1t 8 • 3 
~------_51.~~~-
80- 0 
80 - 1 
80- 2 
80 - 3 
80 - 4 
DES IRED SPEED BAND 
80- 5 _______________________________________________________ ~ 
80 - 6 
80 - 7 
8 0- 8 
80 - 9 8 0 - 10 --~~~~--~~~----~----------~~----~ 
80-11 . 
80 - 12 
80-13 
80-·1 4 -1>-
80 - 15 00 
-----------~---_l C O~II NUEO __ CN NEXT ___ ~~G_E ,_) ____ _ 
---------- ---·-
SR-AlA CAPE CANAVERAL TO SR-520 (TRCY~Nl PAGE 20 
SUM~ARY OF FEASicLE BANOS (CO NTINUED l 
_______________ BA NDS FOR A 8C_5ECQND CYCLE !C O~ TI NuEC l 
SPEED ( 1-'PI-1 l BANC_ ( SECS l BANO /CYCLE __ Bi\ND - t I J-;_ G_RE::}1_ BANC._ NU}''BE8/. _________ ___ ______________ _ 
itft.cl 2_1 • 7 5_ ----- 27.2 
38 .C C 4C.CO 50.0 
3 8 .57 24.00 30 . 0 
4o . e c 1 7. 41 21.8 
.39 . 27 ll. 5 c 
----
14.4 
110.CC 15.00 1 8 . 7 
4_2_,_Cj) 1 _~, 4 3 2~ . _3 
-~--- ~-------- --------- ·- ----








4 8 ._6 ______ 
.8 0_:: 16 
80 - 17 







--- --------- ------------------------- ---·--
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70 SECO ND CYCLE 
MA STER 
~: a- wfg:;::=Tl r L =; 
N. ATLANTIC 
AVENUE 
12 ,0 00 
. 
;;:r=""""'i K~ c:.::::li -l -f 
1-
UJ i ~ 
8, 000 ~~ BUCHANAN AVENUE I ~=-~~----
e-n= 
~.ooo 
~ ~ rc=.t I wt 
MEADE AVE. 
• 1 t=::=.1" 1 .. a :::::::$ 
I I! ~ OSCEOLA LN. ~~:=;;u .. --'="".;=a~ "'&:;A===:~ t --=-= I L.J 
S. R. 520 
o-t 1,_, "I r 1 ~ 1 ~ » 1 1 ' 
0 60 120 180 2 4-0 300 360 4-20 
TIME I N SECONDS 
S. R. A I A - C A P E C A N A V E R A L T 0. S. R. 5 2 0 
\.J1 
....... 
~~~ r c=.1 - c:;::;:;;a-1 ~ 
p I I .E.., I "'"'II. .-IT I BLVD. 








McK ,INLEY AVE . 
11.::':3 ~--4 
MEADE AVE. 
·tt =:11 -u;::;:a-+~ ~~ c:::1 I ~ 
OSCEOLA LN. 
l;:;:::;;:::.:::::;;;a~ I .~ ;;;;:;j 11:;:: 
S. R. 5 20 
0 ' U- I M l I 
0 60 I 20 180 240 300 360 420 
TIME IN SECONDS 




PLOT PROGRA11 OUTPUT 
CKLAHC~A CITY SIG NAL SYSTE~ PAGE 1 
___________ I~~UL_Q~ TA ----------------------------------------------~-------------------------------------------------------------------
ll SIGI\A LS, 1 CYCLES, SPEECS ARE 25, 30 1 AND 10 ~PH TEST BA I\0 = 10 SEC. 
----------· - - -
rLAGS AR E 0 1 0 1 1, SYSTEM ~ASTER SIG~AL IS O, SYSTE~ CFFSET IS 0.0 
CYC LES TO BE TESTEC AKE SC, 
-------· -
II\ TERS!:CT ION CISTAf'\CES ST RE ET PERCE NT ~ IN - PEO 
i')U !-' e E 8 _I~£J,LT ___ (:Cii_l_L A_l_I V E ___ _ill ~!:l.E_ REP S_E_C 
1 c Sl- 3RD ST 30 . 0 
l.8C. 
2 78C REI'Q AVE 50 25 
f-_0 5.. 
3 1585 SHERIOAI\ AVE 60 25 
44 
4 2C25 ~A I N ST 60 25 
]_7C 
-----
5 2795 KERR 40 25 
_3 30 
-
6 3125 1\1-1 3RO SC 40 25 
320 
7 3445 NI-l 3RD i\C 40 25 
320 
~---· 
8 3765 Nh 4 TH ST 50 25 
)9_C_ 
<; 4155 1\W 5TH ST 40 20 
;3 c 
lO 4535 Nl-. 6TH ST 40 20 
____ _)80 
11 4Sl5 Nl-. 7TH ST 40 20 
---------
-------
---·· -·------ ----- ·- - - -- -- - -----··· 
V1 




_2 ___ 5_0_ 
------------~3 _____ 60 ·---------------------- -------~----------~----------------------------------------------
4 60 
_________ 5 50 
------------~6 5~0~----------------------------------------------·--------------~-----------------------------------------------------
7 50 
____ __ e . so~---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9 40. __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ ___ 
10 40 
---------'1 _1 4 0 
PLO T OUTPU T 12345t7 8SC1234567892)234567 893123456789412J45678951234567896123456789 7 12 
- 11 
FTL RUN S3 17 
_____ 3~0 5C __ 6_C_60~Q~~--~O __ SQ __ 4 9 __ 40 ___ 40~------------------------------------------------------------------------------
0 2 5 25 2 5 25 25 25 25 20 20 20 
1ec s o5 4 40 110 330 320 32 0 390 ;so 380 ----------------------------0;3Ro--sr----------RE~c-AIIE SHERJ!JAN AV E~----~M~AT7IN~, -S~T~-----------------------------------------------
KERR Nh 3RC SO Nh 3 R~D~N~C ________ ~N~' W~4~T~H~S~T----------------------------------------------




GKLAHC~A CITY SI GNA L SYSTE~ PAGE 3 
M A X I~U M BAND S POSSIBLE FOR A DESIRED SPEED CF 25.00 ~PH (36.57 FPS) 
CYCLE = 50 SECO NCS BAND Nu ~ BER 50- 0 * 
BA NC W ICT~ IS 5.5 C ~ECONDS (O.llC CYCLE) 
OFFSETS ARE C.850 0.450 Q.CCO C.COO 0.450 0.45 0 0.950 0.950 0.400 0.400 0.400 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ___,CRJ U CALSI_G_~~ L _S_AR_E __ 3_ A_ND ___ c. _____ . _____ ___________ _____________________ _ 
PLOT CUTPUT 12345c 78SC123456 7892123456 789 3123456789 41 23 ·t5678951234567896l23456789 712 
----------------------~Ll 5C 3 4 5 . 49S9 87 36 .6 66656 5C- C 
c . a sc o.45o o.coo o .c oc o.4sc o.45o o.950 o .950 o.4oo o.4oo 
--------------------------~C.~C Q ______ _ 
Vl 
------------ ----- ---- - ------------------------€]'.-. ----
-------------- _ .. __ ---
-------------
CKL AHO~A CITY SI GNAL · SYSTE~ PAGE 4 
~L L FOSSIB LE BANC S GREATER THAN 10.00 SECO~DS FOR A 50 SECO~ C CYCLE 
SPEED IS 10 . 18 ~ P~ (14 .S 3 FPSl BAND NC~BER 50- 1 .• 
SA NC WIC Tr IS 14.08 SECO~D S (0.282 CYCLE) 
OFF SETS ARE C.SCO C.COO 0.050 0.550 0.500 0.00 0 0.500 0.000 0.450 0.950 0.450 
----------~C8.LlliAL_Sj_G N ~l,j_~E_4_,__§_.L.Atl.D 4-'-- ----------- ---------------------------------
PLOT OUTP UT 12 34567E SC1234 567892 1234567 893 1234567894123 ~56 789512345678961234567897 12 
11 50 2 8 14.082 8 65 14.925000 
c.scc c . coo o.cso 0 .550 0. 500 o.ooo 0.500 o. ooo 0.450 0.950 
--=o ._:. _so _______ _ 
SPEEC IS 10.00 MPr (14.67 FPS l 
8 Af:J_C...J'iJ CJ I-' _ _l_?_ p _._s__1 _ S..E CQ~_C5 _ _j_Q_!_? 2_2_p_~LJ .. ..:...> _______ _ 
-----
sc- 1 
BAND ~L~BER 50- 2 * 
OFFSE TS ARE 0.400 0 .50 0 0.550 0.050 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.950 0.450 0.950 
C ~ ITICAL SI G~ ALS ARE 5, 4, AND 2 
------~PLOT OUTPUT 123456 7 ESC123456789 21234567 89 31234567894123 ~56 7 89 51234567896123456789712 
--- ____ _ li ___ so_ s_ - 4 --1z:-6-13-5e6· 1 -4:-66-6667 - --'-"_;;_;_:;____;:_:;__""s""c;;----c2;;;-----------------
o .4 cc c .5 oc c.s 5o c.csc c. co c o.5oo o.oco o. 5oo o.~so o.450 
c.s 50 
_____ _.:S_P_Ej:G~_6 ._69 1".t!::__L2h~_S_,!_l ____________ _ BA ND NL MB ER 50- 3 * 
BANC WIDT h IS 10.42 SECO NDS (0.208 CYCLE> 
CF£_S E T_S~f3_E __ O_._<;_?.s:__ Q_.5 ~Q_O_.lg_Q_C_~600 0. 0 50 0.55 0 0. 55 0 0.0~9 0.000 0.500 0.0_0.-'0"-- ---------------
CRITICAL SIGNALS ARE 9, 3, AN D 6 
;:> L 0 T 0 U T PU T 12 3 4--S 6 7 as C 12 3 4 56-789 212 34 S 67 ·a-9 3 12 3 4 56 7 8 9 412 3 1t 56 7 8 9 512 3 4 56 7 8 9 6 12 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 7 12 
1_1 _ _20 _ 2_ __ _3 _ _1 0_.41 8238 __ 24. _~I_619_0 _____ _ ______ - ---
c . ~ , c C.550 0 . 100 C. 6 GC C.CSO 0 . 550 0.550 1) .0 50 0. 000 0. 500 





OK L AHOMA CIT Y SIG ~A L SYSTE~ PAGE 5 
S U~ ~ ARY OF FEASI BLE BAND S 
BAND S FOR A 5C SEC O ~ C CYCL E 
---------~s_p_E E D_lliP_t:._L B_} N_C_ ( S_E_CS l__ B/I~ Cj_C_:t ~_lj: _ _ I;3__M:I O_/_LUL_GJ3JsN BA NC 1\UtJBE._;;R~----------------------:__-'-------" 
~ 
2 5. 00 5. 50 ll - 0 
l _O ._1_8 1~._08 2 8 .2 
lO . CO 12. 6 1 25.2 
16_._{; c:; 1C ._!!_2 2 9 . _8 




2 .• 1 
50- 0 * DESIRED SPEEC BAND 















See through band. 
Si~1al restricting the bandwidth of a progression 
signal system. 
See time cycle. 
Number of seconds, fraction or percent of ·time 
cycle that the green interval exists at a .given 
traffic control signal after certain instant 
used as a time reference base. 
Any one of the several divisions of the time cycle 
during whi ch signal indications do not change. 
A time relationship between adjacent signals 
pe~itt ing continuous opere.t ; on 0f gr oups of 
vehicles at a planned rate of speed . 
Time in seconds e lapsed between the passing of 
the first and the l as t possible vehicle in a 
group of vehicles moving in accordance with the 
designed speed of a progressive signal system. 
Time period require d for one complete sequence 
of signal indications . 
1 John E. Baenvald, Traff ic Engineer i ng Handbook, (Washington, 
D. C., Insti t ute of Traffic Engineers, 1965, 3r d Edi t ion ) Ch ap t e r 11, 
382. 
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